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5. CLASSIFICATION
OWNERSHIP OF PROPERTY:
CATEGORY OF PROPERTY:

public - local
site

NUMBER OF RESOURCES WITHIN PROPERTY:

NONCONTRIBUTING

CONTRIBUTING

3
3
5
3

0 BUILDINGS
2 SITES
0 STRUCTURES
0 OBJECTS

14

2 TOTAL

NUMBER OF CONTRIBUTING RESOURCES PREVIOUSLY LISTED I N THE NATIONAL REGISTER: 0
NAME OF RELATED MULTIPLE PROPERTY LISTING: N / A

6. FUNCTION OR USE
HISTORIC FUNCTIONS:

LANoscAPE/garden
DoMESTic/single dwelling

CURRENT FUNCTIONS: LANDscAPE/park

7. DESCRIPTION
ARCHITECTURAL CLASSIFICATION: NO Style
MATERIALS: FOUNDATION STONE:

NARRATIVE

limestone

WALLS
ROOF

WOOD: board-and-batten
ASPHALT

OTHER

STONE:

DESCRIPTION

limestone;

siding;

STONE:

CONCRETE; METAL:

limestone

iron

(see continuation sheets 7-5 through 7-8).
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A simple summer cottage converted for year-round use during the early 20th century, the
Mayfield-Gutsch House stands in a botanical garden setting with much of its historic plantings and
features intact. Featuring box construction clad with board-and-batten siding, the 1-story house
provides the focal point of a 2-acre formal garden surrounded by a larger natural preserve. Changes
to the house reflect the Arts and Crafts tradition of unifying the dwelling and its surrounding
gardens. An ongoing project that evolved during the 1920s and 1930s, the garden setting
incorporates native stonework landscape features, extensive plantings of native flora and diverse
exotic fauna. The property retains a high degree of its historic integrity of location, design,
materials, setting, workmanship, feeling and association.

On a dramatic site that encompasses limestone outcroppings, native vegetation and an
intermittent drainage (Taylor's Branch), the Mayfield-Gutsch Estate occupies 23 acres of hilly
terrain overlooking the Colorado River. Approximately three miles northwest of downtown Austin,
the property developed in two distinct zones. A two-acre formal garden setting enclosed by stone
walls surrounds the house, with the balance of the estate preserving the natural features of the site.
Built on a foundation of cedar posts, the house (Site Feature 1; see Photo 3) originally
featured a U-shaped plan that additions transformed into a general L-plan configuration (see Plan
25). Vertical board-and-batten siding sheathes the building's box construction structural elements.
The roofscape consists primarily of cross gabled forms, with shed roofs over the added porches.
Two interior brick chimneys and an exterior fieldstone chimney rise above this roofscape.
The primary (east) facade fronts onto the curvilinear driveway at right angles to the road (see
Photo 4). A 3-bay inset porch provides the focal point of this symmetrical facade. Porch detailing
includes simple square columns with classical caps and a simple balustrade. Two sets of paired 4/4
wood sash flank the centered single door entrance. Single 4/4 windows flanked by trellises occur in
each of the front facing gable ends. Shed roof porches flank these in turn, featuring continuous
ribbons of vertical casement windows above tongue-in-groove wainscots. A massive cobblestone
chimney in the Craftsman tradition graces the south enclosed porch, providing the sole asymmetrical
element in this composition.
Facing the formal gardens, the south elevation consists primarily of the enclosed shed roof
porch, detailed as on the primary facade. Limestone steps provide access to the gardens. The
chimney's presence dominates this elevation. To the rear of the house, a large pergola provides
transition between the dining room and the outdoor terracing leading to the gardens (see Photo 5).
The rectangular space features five massive piers constructed of cobblestones supporting the
Craftsman detailed wood superstructure of the pergola.
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The rear (west) elevation faces the utility zone of the property, including the outbuilding,
firewood bin and the original location of the vegetable garden. A portion of the pergola and more
enclosed porch space continue the detailing seen on the south elevation. The north elevation
features a full length porch that continues this same detailing.
A low limestone rubble wall fully encloses the Upper Garden, with eight openings providing
access to other areas of the estate. All eight, including the original main gate (Site Feature 2a; see
Plan 26 and Photo 2) and the Bell Gate (Site Feature 2b; see Plan 26 and Photo 12), historically
featured wrought iron gates. Several have been replaced by modem steel gates in keeping with the
historic character of the originals. Changes in height, large stabilizing piers and stones of varying
sizes enliven the wall's appearance. Completed by 1940, this system of enclosure is counted as a
single contributing structure. Incorporated into this system, although distinctly separate, are two
additional contributing structures. An overlook (Site Feature 10; see Plan 26 and Photo 7) graces
the crest of the escarpment at the east of the Upper Garden, enclosed by a low rock wall with a
ceremonial arched entry. Behind the house to the west, a square low walled enclosure (Site Feature
4; see Photo 6) historically held the fire wood supply for the estate.
Also to the west of the house, two small 1-room buildings (Site Features 3 and 5; see Photo
6) provided shelter for a variety of garden related activities over the years, including housing for the
Arredondo family at the onset of their service with the Gutsches. The simple box construction
buildings feature board-and-batten exteriors capped by gable roofs. Set upon cedar post foundations,
each also exhibits a chimney flue and 4/4 single-hung wood sash. Recently restored, both are
classified as contributing elements of the property.
Historically a frame garage and pump house (Site Feature 12; see Plan 21 and Photo 12)
occupied a position to the east of the house. Just off the circular drive, these features were
demolished after the city took control of the property. Classified as a Noncontributing site, a
concrete slab and some pump machinery survive to mark the location of these historic features.
Encompassed by limestone walls, the 2-acre Upper Garden divides into two zones inspired
by contrasting design aesthetics. Loosely inspired by 19th century Romantic designs, the house
environs feature an emphasis on naturalism. Part of a circulation network (classified as a single
contributing structure) that incorporates extensive stone paths and terracing, the curving entry drive
provides the focus of this area nearest the road. Irregularly massed plant materials are scattered
elsewhere throughout the zone. There is littie direct connection between the house and landscape in
this area, which appears to date in overall form to the earliest Gutsch occupation of the site (see
Photo 1). The earliest known photograph, dated 1924, shows the present pattern to generally have
been in place. Rustic garden features such as circular stone beds and a round cast iron frog pond at
the southeast comer of the house (Site Feature 14; classified as a Contributing object; see Plan 26
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and Photo 4) reinforce the naturalistic aesthetics at play here. The maturation of plant materials and
the later inclusion of a formal palm allee along the drive are among the few changes in this area.
The rear half of the Upper Garden reveals a more formal arrangement typical of the
Neoclassical approach. Implemented between 1922 and about 1940, this part of the garden exhibits
a formal plan coupled with garden details inspired by the Arts and Crafts Movement. This portion
of the garden has four major subareas classified as Contributing elements, including the rose garden,
rock garden, water garden and herbaceous garden.
Linked to the house via a large terraced patio and a pergola shading the dining room
windows, a series of two small garden rooms extends southward along one of the garden's primary
axes. The first of these is the rose garden (Site Feature 7; see Photo 8), a roughly square space
enclosed by a low wall. This garden features four planting beds arranged in a quadpartite pattem
and filled with old garden roses. Stone paths divide the beds, with a sundial on a pedestal providing
the focal feature at the convergent point of the paths. Extending southward, the sight line from the
dining room terminated at the rock garden (Site Feature 8; see Photo 8). This garden features a
series of raised mounds studded and edged with limestone rocks. An informal path meanders
between the mounds, originally planted with bulbs such as narcissus, oxblood lilies (Rhodophiala
bifida), and Lycoris radiata. Installed during the period of significance, both the rock garden and
the rose garden are classified as contributing sites. Moving eastward, between these gardens and the
water garden appears a transition zone of massed plantings with trees and shmbs. A series of small
stone meandering paths links these gardens.
Comprised of a series of lily ponds classified as Contributing objects, the water garden
covers an area larger than the house itself. Executed in natural materials, rock terracing links the
series of ponds. Immediately south of the house, an hourglass shaped pond (Site Feature 6; see
Photo 7) probably dates to the late 1920s. Anchored by a small stone turtle and a rock fountain at
either end, this pond features an organic shape that may be a holdover of the Romantic gardens at
the front of the property. Strongly rooted in the Neoclassical tradition, however, is a series of five
ponds at the center of the rear garden. Four elliptical ponds connect with a central round pond via
small water channels to create a stylized flower. This water garden (Site Feature 15; see Plan 21
and Photo 13) represents a vemacular interpretation of the formal patteming typically found in
Neoclassical design. Rather than sight lines leading to a feature or through a Neoclassical garden,
however, they lead here to the center point of the circular pond, historically planted with tall aquatic
plants. A number of features in the Upper Garden loosely relate to these lines of sight, including
the north and south gates, the dovecote and the overlook.
To the east of the water garden is an area simply planted with irregularly arranged trees.
Classified as a contributing stmcture, the dovecote (Site Feature 11; see Plan 27 and Photo 11) is
the principal feature of this space. A conical roof surmounts the stone walls of the 3-tiered
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cylindrical stmcture featuring arched openings and a complex roof-tmss system. An iron weather
vane depicting a roadmnner, rattlesnake and cacti graces its apex. Scattered flower beds bordered
by stones dot the grounds surrounding the dovecote. Housing one of the primary access points to
the Lower Garden via the Bell Gate, the informal plantings of this area serve as a transition to the
natural landscape of the Lower Garden.
At the southem edge of the Upper Garden, the herbaceous garden (Site Feature 9; see Photo
10) provides the final formal contrast to the mgged terrain outside the garden's walls. This area
may originally have been an extension of the rock garden, but today it is treated as a series of
distinct planting beds bordered with native rocks. Some 30 beds are currently planted with
historically accurate plant materials (nothing more recent than 1950). Many naturalized stands of
narcissus, day lilies, iris, oxblood lilies, Leucojum aestivum and Lycoris radiata, date back to Mary
Mayfield Gutsch' tenancy. Mattie Fancher, a surviving friend of Gutsch, provided plant materials
for stands that needed augmenting.
The Lower Garden consists of portions of the estate below the escarpment left largely
wooded by the Gutsches. An area for walking and plant collecting, the Lower Garden hosts few
designed features. The Gutsches probably incorporated informal seating areas, small bridges and
stepping stones using natural materials. These have been replaced in kind over the years whenever
possible. The primary change in the Lower Garden occurs west of the house. Currently an asphalt
paved parking lot, this site once hosted the Gutsch's extensive vegetable garden. The intmsive
nature of this parking lot warrants its classification as a Noncontributing site.
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8. STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
APPLICABLE NATIONAL REGISTER CRITERIA
A PROPERTY IS ASSOCIATED WITH EVENTS THAT HAVE MADE A SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTION TO THE
B R O A D PATTERNS OF O U R

HISTORY.

B PROPERTY IS ASSOCIATED WITH THE LIVES OF PERSONS SIGNIFICANT I N OUR PAST.
_x_ C PROPERTY EMBODIES THE DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF A TYPE, PERIOD, OR METHOD OF
CONSTRUCTION

OR REPRESENTS T H E W O R K OF A M A S T E R , OR POSSESSES H I G H A R T I S T I C V A L U E , OR

REPRESENTS A S I G N I F I C A N T A N D D I S T I N G U I S H A B L E E N T H Y W H O S E C O M P O N E N T S L A C K E ^ I V I D U A L
DISTINCTION.

D PROPERTY HAS YIELDED, OR IS LIKELY TO YIELD, INFORMATION IMPORTANT I N PREIHSTORY OR
HISTORY.

CRITERIA CONSIDERATIONS:
AREAS OF SIGNIFICANCE:

Landscape Architecture

PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE:
SIGNIFICANT DATES:

N/A

1922

1922-1940
1924

c.l930

c.l937

SIGNIFICANT PERSON: N / A
CULTURAL AFFILIATION: N / A
ARCHITECT/BUILDER:

unknown

NARRATIVE STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

(see continuation sheets 8-9 through 8-17).

9. MAJOR BIBLIOGRAPHIC REFERENCES
BIBLIOGRAPHY (see continuation sheets 9-18 through
PREVIOUS DOCUMENTATION ON FILE (NPS): N/A

9-19).

_ preliminary determination of individual listing (36 CFR 67) has been requested.
_ previously listed in the National Register
_ previously determined eligible by the National Register
_ designated a National Historic Landmark
_ recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey #
_ recorded by Historic American Engineering Record #
PRIMARY LOCATION OF ADDITIONAL DATA:

X State historic preservation office (Texas Historical Commission)
_ Other state agency
_ Federal agency
_ Local govemment
_ University
X Other ~ Specify Repository: Austin History Center
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An excellent example of the modest suburban properties built during the early 20th century in
the hills surrounding Austin, the Mayfield-Gutsch Estate still evokes the tenets of landscape
architecture in vogue during the period. In 1909 prominent politician Allison Mayfield established
his summer home at this property on a bluff overlooking the Colorado River. His daughter, Mary
Mayfield Gutsch, her husband Milton, and their gardener, Esteban Arredondo, transformed the
property into a showcase garden during the 1920s and 1930s. Low rock walls define the perimeter
of the house's garden setting, encompassing a diverse landscape of outbuildings, formal gardens, lily
ponds and rock gardens. As planned by the Gutsches, the surrounding acreage remains a relatively
untouched preserve of native vegetation and natural landscape features. Evaluated within the context
of Landscape Architecture in Texas, 1870-1950, the property is eligible for listing under Criterion C
in the area of Landscape Architecture on a local level of significance.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE MAYFIELD-GUTSCH ESTATE

A prominent politician who served as chairman of the powerful Texas Railroad Commission,
Allison Mayfield purchased this property in 1909. Documentary evidence suggests that he
transformed an existing dwelling for use as a summer residence (see Plan 23). Although his will
inventoried this property as "The Home Place in Austin," the Driskill Hotel (1885; NR 1969) in
downtown Austin continued to serve as his official residence until his death in January 1923.
His daughter, Mary Mayfield Gutsch, continued to summer in the house and putter in the
modest garden following her 1918 marriage to University of Texas history professor Milton Rietow
Gutsch. Prominent in the early efforts of Austin's Violet Crown Garden Club, the Gutsches shared
an intense interest in botany. After the 1924 death of Mary's mother, Lula Chapman Mayfield, they
broadened their campaign of expanding both the house and garden.
Their partner in this campaign, Esteban Arredondo began working for the Gutsches in 1922.
He served as the Gutsches' gardener, butler, and chauffeur, while his wife Magdalena looked after
the housekeeping. The Arredondos and their children for a brief time resided in one of the
surviving outbuildings (Site Feature 5, see Photo 6) behind the main house. Still living in Austin,
their oldest son Steve was five years old when his family moved to the Mayfield-Gutsch Estate.
Oral history interviews with him constitute the most accurate information available regarding the
development of the gardens. Steve lived on the estate until his marriage in 1937, while his parents
continued to work for the Gutsches until 1968 (Arredondo, 1992).
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The garden development was a collaborative effort between Esteban Arredondo and the
Gutsches. He and Mary combed the land around Mount Bonnell and Lake McDonald (now Lake
Austin) for native plants like mountain laurel, redbud, Mexican plum and yucca to transplant into
the garden. He and Dr. Gutsch worked on heavier constmction projects including the ponds, walks,
and other stmctures. They completed the lily ponds by 1930 to house dozens of varieties of water
lilies. Beginning with the front gates, they began constmction of perimeter walls in 1932, finishing
them by 1937. Although the Gutsches purchased local field stone for $1.50 to $3 per tmckload to
build the walls, they gathered native limestone on the property to outiine the flower beds and build
the rock garden. The Gutsches began planting native Texas palms (Sabal texana) in the 1930s to
give the gardens a tropical air. A 1935 Christmas gift of a pair of peafowl started a trend of
animating the gardens. Frequent visitors to Mexico, the Gutsches often purchased colorful planters,
pots and ums to place around the trees, terraces and walks. They never added formal statuary to
the gardens, although they often made room for odd found objects in the various garden areas.
While they continued to make minor changes in planting and add small features collected while
traveling over the years, most of the major elements of the gardens were in place by 1940.
The resulting house and grounds formed a picturesque composition drawn from landscape
styles prevalent during the early 20th century. The Gutsches made every effort to unify the house
and landscape, adding a pergola, trellises, porches, foundation plantings, walks and terraces to
dissolve the boundaries between the two (see Plan 24). They personally cared for their gardens,
watching them mature until his death in 1967 and hers in 1971. In her will, Mary Mayfleld Gutsch
deeded the property to the City of Austin for use as a public park. The Mayfield Park Community
Project launched a restoration program in 1988 to ensure the survival of this significant resource.
Current conditions of the grounds reflect their effort to recapture the garden's character at its peak
by restoring the house as well as original plant varieties lost over time.

GENERAL TRENDS IN LANDSCAPE HISTORY

The founding of the Garden Clubs of America in 1913 suggests the widespread popularity
garden design attained as a hobby and profession during the early 20th century. In addition to such
general interest garden clubs, this period witnessed a rising focus on associations dedicated to the
study and collection of specific plant families or genera such as camellias, day lilies and tea roses.
As these associations proliferated in the 1920s, participants collected and exchanged plant materials,
using their gardens as experimental test plots.
Women dominated the garden club movement, which was especially popular amongst the
upper and middle classes. The greater availability of cheap labor coupled with increased leisure
time facilitated the creation of garden settings for their homes. Improved transportation
technologies, including the introduction of automobiles and the development of a national road
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network, bolstered the popularity of this leisure pursuit. Travel proved an important source of
inspiration for garden design and gave access to unusual materials with which to omament the
garden. In addition, enhanced distribution capabilities stimulated the nursery industry to develop a
profusion of new plant cultivars, especially flowers.
Fueling the interest of the amateur gardener, prescriptive literature focusing on landscape
tenets achieved widespread availability during this period. Showing the era's most stylish gardens,
picture books such as Barr Ferree's American Estates and Gardens proved very appealing with the
garden club set. Popular magazines such as Country Life and House and Garden also provided the
average homeowner glimpses of design ideas from thefinestprofessional landscape architects.
Similarly, pattem books like American Plants for American Gardens by Elsa Rehmann provided
inspirational models for the interested amateur. These publications encouraged experimentation with
new designs and plant materials.
The Country Living mbric evolved as a result of these influences, encouraging the creation
of bucolic residential settings incorporating exotic animals and plant materials. This idealization of
mstic living fostered suburbanization as city dwellers attempted to escape from the perceived ills of
urban life. The historicism prevalent in both architecture and landscape design during the period
reflected the influence of this ideal. In response, landscape architecture retumed to a formal,
geometric spatial organization generally labeled the Neoclassical or Country Place style. Despite the
domination of Neoclassical design themes, however, vestiges of the earlier Romantic style cropped
up in the site plans of many estates. The Arts and Crafts movement also influenced such
landscapes, especially in details of site features. The Mayfield-Gutsch gardens combine elements of
all three styles in an idiosyncratic approach that typifies lay design during the period. Their eclectic
interpretation of these stylistic traditions provides the estate's distinctive character.
The key features of the Neoclassical style of landscape architecture concemed definite
proportions, interrelationship of primary and secondary axes, visual reinforcement of axes through
placement of garden features (especially with upright or columnar plant material), establishment of
terminuses for each axis, and use of varying levels. Other characteristics of the style included
spatial unity of house and garden in design, with transitional spaces such as porches and pergolas
linking the house and its landscape. Neoclassical gardens exhibited a skeletal framework of walls
and terraces, with stone predominating as a constmction material. This skeletal framework was in
fact the most important part of the garden design, since plant material would change on a regular
basis. Details in built features of the garden received emphasis. Colorful plant material, use of
decorative featured plantings including annual and perennial borders, sculpture, architectonic water
features and animation with fauna such as rare fowl or aquatic animals enlivened the garden
composition. Finally, closed spaces of informal woodlands typically provided a foil for the open
space of formal gardens.
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In contrast, the Romantic style used curvilinear forms without axes to provide a soft
naturalistic landscape. The use of irregular mass plantings with very fewflowerbeds reinforced
this tenet. Designed features often alluded to naturalistic imagery, even if constmcted. The style
also emphasized interactive positive and negative spaces, usually contrasting closed woodland
settings with open spaces such as meadows. To achieve the fullest effect of the grand sweep of the
landscape. Romantic style sites generally encompassed more than one acre. These landscapes also
generally incorporated water features with irregular naturalistic edges to heighten their natural
appearance.
The Arts and Crafts style also focused on the artificial creation of forms inspired by nature,
but with an emphasis on craftsmanship. Allowing the hand's ability to shape raw materials to show
proved a central tenet of the style. Rustic landscape features such as benches or walls were often
crafted by hand using native materials. Arts and Crafts landscapes regimented plant material into
non-geometric, unstmctured shapes. The style also sought to unify house and landscape by
repeating native materials throughout the composition and relying on forms such as pergolas and
terraces to extend living spaces into the landscape.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE GARDEN SETTING FOR THE MAYFIELD-GUTSCH ESTATE

The Mayfield-Gutsch Estate's garden setting incorporates these design approaches in an
idiosyncratic way that reflects the strong tradition of amateur garden design during the early 20th
century. While they designed their gardens around a traditional central panel, the Gutsches chose to
focus on lily ponds rather than the conventional green lawn as the focal point of their formal plan.
Although the incorporation of water features to capitalize on their reflective qualities represents a
standard approach to garden design during the 1920s and 1930s, the representational form of the lily
ponds strayed dramatically from the more typical rectilinear forms. The Gutsches also employed an
unusual interpretation of the formal axial approach more typical of this period by loosely relating the
garden's other primary features to the central point of these lily ponds. In a final idiosyncratic
interpretation of standard design approaches, the Gutsches installed a patio as the primary outdoor
entertainment center, using subtie changes of level in an amateurish attempt to produce a terraced
effect.
More traditional was their use of a formal allee of palms to emphasize the ground plane form
and the axial arrangement of a series of small garden rooms (rose and rock gardens) extending along
sight lines from the house. The informal transition to the woods at the eastem edge of the Upper
Garden also typified estate designs of the period. Likewise the rose and rock gardens reflect
popular thematic gardens of this era, with forms typical of design precepts published in
contemporaneous books and magazines.
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These variously successful efforts reflect the Gutsches' eclectic approach to landscape design.
Coupling naturalistic features and forms with geometric formality, the gardens exhibit a design
aesthetic influenced by Neoclassical tenets, Arts and Crafts concepts and vestigial Romantic forms.
The naturalistic designs of 19th century Romanticism provide the loose inspiration for the house
environs with its curving entry drive and irregularly massed plant materials. The rear half of the
Upper Garden reveals a more formal arrangement that typifies the Neoclassical approach, with
garden details in both plantings and constmction techniques inspired by the Arts and Crafts
movement.
Neoclassicism provides the dominant design influence in the Upper Garden, as seen in its
overall stmcture and enclosure. Primary Neoclassical characteristics evident include the axial
arrangement of garden spaces, incorporation of various built features into the garden, and extensive
plantings of annuals and perennials in beds. These influences occur primarily in the southem and
eastem sections of the Upper Garden.
The Gutsches employed idiosyncratic axial relationships in arranging the Upper Garden. The
curvilinear drive features a formal allee of palms that emphasizes ground plane pattems leading to
the focal water gardens. The water garden itself is organized along radial axes that extend from the
central circular pool to other garden features such as the bell gate and the overlook. The most
extensive axial arrangement lies along the sight line extending from the dining room, through the
pergola, across the terrace, through the rose garden to the focal point of the rock garden. Leading
from the enclosed architectonic spaces of the residence to the more open parts of the garden, this
linear sequence of spaces represents the influence of high style designs of the period.
Also typical of the Neoclassical approach, ornamental rock outbuildings and features extend
built form throughout the landscape. Such features usually served as the terminuses of linear sight
lines, but the Gutsches gave them less stmctured positions. While these features relate axially to the
water garden, the Gutsches failed to reinforce the connection with ground plane pattems or three
dimensional alignments. Rather, these features occupy positions along the escarpment line, visually
reinforcing the spatial definition of the Upper Garden. The native limestone used in their
constmction reinforces the cohesion of the garden spaces by providing visual connection between the
features, the walled enclosure and the house. At the sametime,the vertical thmst of the bell gate,
the overlook and the dovecote lead the eye through the garden, inviting the viewer to stroll out into
the various spaces and experience the distinctive visual environment of each zone.
Scattered throughout these zones, annual and perennial beds of diverse forms dominate the
ground plane of the Upper Garden. For example, the formal quadpartite design of the rose garden
represents a traditional Neoclassical form, as does the rock garden. Once again, however, the
Gutsches skewed tradition by inverting the scales of the rose and rock gardens. Neoclassical rose
gardens were usually quite large (often a quarter acre or more) to ensure a steady floral harvest.
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while rock gardens housing exotic arid and alpine plants were generally quite small. The smaller
rose garden and relatively large rock garden suggests the Gutsches' preference for more natural
plantings in harmony with local soil and climate conditions. Mary Gutsch often advocated planting
lilies and otherfloweringbulbs in natural clumps in her talks to the Violet Crown Garden Club
(Gossip, 1927). She instituted this practice throughout a large area of informally arranged annual
and perennial beds in the herbaceous garden. The Gutsches' abandoned the traditional linear border
pattem in favor of irregular round or elliptical shapes for these beds. In the central water garden
they also strayed from the standard perennial border design by using aquatic rather than terrestrial
plants. While the skeletal stmcture of these gardens belied the formal Neoclassical approach,
however, the quantity of plantings typified a period when gardening staffs facilitated proper care for
these labor-intensive gardens.
Other elements of these gardens further suggest that the Gutsches generally followed
Neoclassical landscape design precepts. These include the architectonic water features, the large
stone terrace linking the pergola and gardens, the plantings of colorful plant materials to reinforce
ground plane lines, and stone as the dominant material for garden features including the walls that
enclose major spaces. The animation of the garden by incorporating fish, peacocks and pigeons into
the site also reflects the influence of Neoclassical design tenets.
In addition, the enclosure of the formal Upper Garden by the wooded space of the Lower
Garden typifies the Neoclassical approach. Well known designers such as Warren Manning and the
Olmsted Brothers often followed this overall pattem, creating Romantically inspired entry areas,
formal gardens nearer the house and contrasting areas of preserved natural or naturalized woods at a
distance from the house. The surrounding woodland below the Mayfield-Gutsch Estate's escarpment
was a vital component of the Neoclassical style. Inspired by Italian Renaissance prototypes, the
bosque or woodland served as a visual or symbolic foil to the more stmctured landscape of formal
gardens. Typically, woodland surrounding a garden on three sides defined the more visually open
garden space. The woodland also served more personal and contemplative recreational purposes
than the more socially oriented formal garden. The natural woodland below the escarpment served
these same purposes for the Gutsches, as well as providing convenient access to native plant
materials for the garden and fire wood for the house. The Gutsches probably installed modest
paths, stepping stones across Taylor's Branch, and mstic benches at strategic vista points to facilitate
their activities in this Neoclassical component of their estate.
Despite the influence of Neoclassicism, however, the Gutsches were not averse to
interpreting its tenets in an idiosyncratic way. While the landscape here follows the general pattems
typical of the Neoclassical garden, it lacks a unifying cross site system of principal and secondary
axes. Further, no definite system of proportion nor definite terminuses for axes exist. In
constmcting the water garden they abandoned the rectilinear forms typical of the Neoclassical style.
The focal point of the water garden is instead a completely curvilinear form intended to resemble a
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flower. Such imagistic patteming occurred rarely in Neoclassical landscapes, although examples
sometimes cropped up in contemporaneous public parks. During constmction of the Sam Houston
State Park in Huntsville, for example, WPA crews installed a pond based on the shape of the state
of Texas. The Gutsches apparentiy chose the floral imagery of their water garden as an appropriate
symbol of their landscape efforts. They developed sighttinesradiating out along its axes rather than
as the extension of established spatial sequences. That they installed it, rather than the house, as the
focal point of the Upper Garden again suggests their willingness to stray from Neoclassical ideals.
This idiosyncratic approach extended to eclecticism in stylistic influences elsewhere in the
Upper Garden. For example, the simplicity of the curvilinear driveway and massed plantings in the
entry zone is drawn straight from the Romantic style as practiced by such renowned 19th century
landscape designers as Andrew Jackson Downing. Simplicity in replicating the natural world was a
key tenet of the style. As the eartiest part of the garden, the entry zone is far too small to have
been developed as a full blown Romantic landscape. It probably never evolved beyond an early
20th century remnant of a popular 19th century style. This sequence of Romantically inspired entry
coupled with more extensive formal gardens beyond the house achieved widespread acceptance
during the early 20th century. Estates organized along similar lines include John Handrahan's
design for Sonnenberg Gardens in Canadaguia, New York, the Olmsted Brothers' design for
Krisheim in Philadelphia and Warren Mannning's design for Stan Hywet in Akron, Ohio.
The Gutsches drew further stylistic influences from the Arts and Crafts style, primarily in the
details of the garden's built features. Although Arts and Crafts tenets often overlapped Neoclassical
principles, an aesthetic based on the former's concepts of material type and form, rather than a
classically inspired aesthetic, shaped the garden's details. For instance, the use of native stone as a
constmction material may be attributed to either stylistic influence, but the obviously handcrafted
nature of the site featurestiesthem strongly to the Arts and Crafts idiom. The stone is also either
roughly cut or natural, in contrast to the Neoclassicist preference for molded, carved or ashlar
masonry. The Arts and Crafts philosophy also influenced constmction methods, with all fabrication
performed on site by a local craftsman, often using materials collected from the property. The
Gutsches emphasized mstic garden details, including arched gateways to visually connect the Upper
and Lower Gardens and folk artifacts sprinkled throughout the garden. The house's rock chimney
related visually to the garden's walls and terraces, reinforcing the link between house and garden.
The Gutsches also collected plant material for the Upper Gardens from the woods or along the water
courses in the area. Even the exotic flora incorporated into the garden consisted of rare native
Texas palms. This reliance on regionally available plants and materials was a hallmark of the Arts
and Crafts approach to landscape design. Thus, much of the three dimensional expression of the
Upper Garden exhibits a mstic appearance inspired by the Arts and Crafts aesthetic, while its plan
bespeaks the tenets of Neoclassical design. Landscape architects of the period often took this
approach, as seen in Beatrix Farrand's design of her own home at Reef Point, Maine, and Fletcher
Steele's design for Naumkeag in Stockbridge, Massachusetts.
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The gardens here fall between the high style designs of professional landscape architects and
tme vemacular landscapes inspired solely by folk tradition. They bespeak the personal tastes,
idiosyncracies and inconsistencies of the owners. As such, the Mayfield-Gutsch Estate belongs to a
class of well regarded landscape designs created by talented amateurs without the direct involvement
of professional landscape architects.

COMPARISON TO OTHER GARDENS OF THE PERIOD

These talented amateurs created a series of highly omamental and distinctive gardens during
this period. At Burchart Gardens in Vancouver British Colombia, for example, Jennie Burchart
created an elaborate set of gardens within a large family estate that reflect the high style design
trends of the period. Like many amateur efforts, however, the collection of eclectic theme gardens
lacks overall unity.
The gardens at the Mayfield-Gutsch Estate also reflect the stylistic influences found in Texas
during the early 20th century. During this period few gardens in the state combined styles as fluidly
as the Gutsches did at their estate. Most large residential gardens followed strict Neoclassical
principles such as those employed at Bayou Bend (1927-28; NR 1979) in Houston and the DeGoyler
Estate (1940; NR 1978) in Dallas. The eclecticism of Mayfield more closely reflects the design
tenets used in public gardens of the period such as the Japanese Gardens of Brackenridge Park
(1917; NR 1976) in San Antonio and the Fort Worth Botanical Gardens (1933-34). The only other
private garden combining naturalistic Neoclassical and Arts and Crafts traditions is the Chandoor
Gardens (c.l935) in Weatherford. Like the gardens at the Mayfield-Gutsch Estate, Chandoor
combines an essentially Neoclassical formal plan with Arts and Crafts inspired details in plantings
and constmction. At Chandoor, however, the parts of the garden are more skillfully integrated,
following a more purposeful spatial sequence incorporating humorous motifs.
The amateur garden design tradition also achieved widespread popularity in Austin during
this period. Among the notable Austin gardens surviving in some form are Laguna Gloria (1915;
NR 1975) and the Norwood Estate (1922). The Gutsches' neighbor to the west, Clara Driscoll
Sevier installed a landscape at Laguna Gloria almost completely drawn from the Neoclassical
tradition. Assisted by a large garden staff, her efforts contrasted a formal setting of terraced lawns,
sculpture and garden rooms in the vicinity of a Mediterranean style villa with informal paths leading
into the mgged landscape beyond the garden setting (Gossip, 1926). Across the Colorado River
from the downtown area, 0.0. Norwood's smaller scale estate more closely reflects the eclecticism
of the Mayfield-Gutsch Estate. Architect Hugo Kuehne integrated the Craftsman bungalow into a
landscape setting overlooking the river. The formal plan near the house features Arts and Crafts
elements and contrasts with an informal layout on the surrounding property (Norwood Estate, 1922).
As on the Mayfield-Gutsch Estate, both properties incorporated stmctures designed to offer shelter
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while taking in the vista of the natural landscape beyond their garden settings. Neither Laguna
Gloria nor the Norwood Estate retain a high level of integrity, however, as both have suffered
intmsions and loss of historic fabric and plantings.
The Mayfield Park Community Project inaugurated a five year master plan for restoring the
house and gardens in 1988. Restoration work concentrated on stabilizing the foundation, replacing
the roof, and repairing extant historic fabric. Completed in 1992, a visitors' center now occupies
the house's historic living room. Using guidelines developed to restore historic plantings, volunteers
tend beds in the Upper Garden, including the herbaceous garden, the rock garden and the rose
garden. As a result, the property once again reflects the splendor of the estate's period of
significance.
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

Beginning at an iron pin set at the northwest corner of Timberwood, a subdivision of Travis County,
corresponding with the present south line of West 35th Street; thence in a southerly direction to an
iron stake at the point S 02°45"51" W 46.26 feet; thence in a westerly direction to an iron pipe
found at the point N 59°57'59" W 128.7 corresponding with the southeast line of Old BuU Creek
Road; thence in an easterly direction following the southeast line of Old Bull Creek Road to the
point of beginning.

BOUNDARY JUSTIFICATION

This description summarizes the metes and bounds of the 23.339 acre tract deeded to the City of
Austin by the last will and testament of Mary Mayfield Gutsch, Cause Number 33,700, as recorded
in volume 534 at page 59 of the Probate Minutes of Travis County, Texas. The nominated property
consists entirely of land historically associated with the Gutsch's gardening efforts.
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UPPER GARDEN SITE PLAN (HABS, 1987)
.INDEX OF SITE FEATURES
1. HOUSE
2. WALLS/GATES
2A. M A I N G.VTE
2B. BELL GATE
3. SHED
4. FIREWOOD BIN

Parking Lcl

5. SHED

1 1 . DOVT.COTE

6. HoLTR GLASS POND

12. GARAGE SITE

7. ROSE GARDEN

13. CiRCbTATION NETWORK

8. ROCK GARDFN
9. HERBACEOUS GARDEN

14. CAST IRON FROG POND
15. QUATREFOEL POND

10. O'/ERLOOK
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UPPER GARDEN SITE PLAN WITH PLANT MATERIALS (HABS, 1987) - SEE REVERSE
INDEX OF PLANT MATERIALS
KEY

BOTANICAL N A M E

COMMON NAME

KEY

BOTANICAL N A M E

COMMON N A M E

AF
AG
AS
CAJB
CR
CI

Acacia farnesiana
Acacia greggii
Aspidistra elanor
Callicarpa amsticanum
Gjmp.ns radicarv!
Carya illinoensis
Cnalpa htgnonioides
Cttrcis canadensis
Cienuitis virginiana
Cclocasia esculenta
Crinum americanum
Cyperus alternifolius
Diospyrav texana
Eichhornia crassipes
Equisetum hyemale
Hedera helix
Hesperaloe parviflora
Hex vorrdtoria
Jasrrunum mesnyi
Juglans nigra
JurJperus ashei
JunipKriis horizontalis
Lcgerstroenua indica
L'gustrum lucidum
Lonicera alhiflora
Malvaviscus arboreus

Huisache
Catclaw acacia
Cast iron plant
Beauty berry
Trumpet creeper
Pecan
Catalpa
Texas redbud
Virgin's bower
Elephant's ear
Crinum lily
Umbrella plant
Black persimmon
Water hyacinth
Horsetail
English ivy
Coral yucca
Yaupon
Primrose jasmine
Black walnut
Ashe jumper
Creeping juniper
Crape myrtle
Wax leaf privet
Honeysuckle
Turk's cap

NL
NO
PT
PW

Nelumbo lutea
Nerium olearuler
Poncirus trifoliata
Pontederia cordata
Prosospis glandulosa
Prunus cerasifera
Punica granatum
Prunus mexicana
Prunus persica
Pyracantha coccinea
Quercus texana
Quercus virginiana
Rosa banksiae
Sagittaria sagittifolia
Salvia leucoplrylla
Sapindus drummoruUi
Sophora affinis
Sophora secundifiora
Spirea reevesiana
Typha latifolia
Ulmus crassifolia
Vitex agnus-castus
Sabal texana
"Wisteria spedosa
Yucca gloriosa

American lotus
Oleander
Hardy orange
Pickerel weed
Mesquite
Purple leaf plum
Pomegranate
Mexican plum
Peach
Pyracantha
Texas red oak
Live oak
Lady Banksia rose
Swamp potato
Purple sage
Soapberry
Eve's necklace
Texas mountain laurel
Bridal wreath
Cattail
Cedar elm
Chaste tree
Fan palm
Wisteria
Spanish dagger

CB

CC

cv

CE
CA/L
CAPJ
DT
EC
EH
HH
HP

iV
IM
IN
IA
IH

LI
LL
LA
MA

PG/M

PL/P
PG/P

PM
PP
PC/P
QT
QV
RB
SP
SL

ss/s

EN
MB
SR
TL
UC
VA

WF
WS
YG
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HOUSE FLOOR PLAN (HABS, 1987)
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SITE FEATURE DETAILS (HABS, 1987)
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PHOTO INVENTORY
MAYFIELD-GUTSCH ESTATE
3505 WEST 35TH STREET
AUSTIN, TRAVIS COUNTY, TEXAS
BRUCE D . JENSEN - PHOTOGRAPHER
FEBRUARY 1994, EXCEPT AS NOTED
ORIGINAL NEGATIVES ON FILE WITH THE TEXAS HISTORICAL COMMISSION, EXCEPT AS NOTED
PHOTO

1 - Historic view of property (1924), camera facing south, original negative on file with the
Austin History Center

PHOTO

2 - Main gate, camera facing south

PHOTO

3 - Oblique view of north and east elevations of house, camera facing south

PHOTO

4 - East elevation of house with cast iron frog pond, camera facing southwest

PHOTO

5 - Oblique view of pergola, camera facing north

PHOTO

6 - View of sheds and firewood bin, camera facing west

PHOTO

7 - View of hourglass pond with quatrefoil pond and overlook, camera facing east

PHOTO

8 - View of rose garden with rock garden, camera facing southeast

PHOTO

9 - View towards rock garden, camera facing southwest

PHOTO

10 - View towards herbaceous garden, camera facing east

PHOTO

11 - West elevation of dovecote, camera facing northeast

PHOTO

12 - View of garage site with bell gate, camera facing north

PHOTO

13 - View of quatrefoil pond with palm allee, camera facing northwest
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